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ABSTRACT: Nanofabrication techniques are limited by at least one of the required characteristics such as choice of
material, control over geometry, fabrication requirements, yield, cost, and scalability. Our previously developed
method of thermomechanical nanomolding fulfills these requirements, although it requires high processing
temperatures. Here, we demonstrate low-temperature molding where we utilize the enhanced diffusivity on “eutectic
interfaces”. Gold nanorods are molded at room temperature using Au−Si alloy as feedstock. Instead of using alloy
feedstock, these “eutectic interfaces” can also be established through a feedstock−mold combination. We
demonstrate this by using pure Au as feedstock, which is molded into Si molds at room temperature, and also the
reverse, Si feedstock is molded into Au molds forming high aspect ratio Au−Si core−shell nanorods. We discuss the
mechanism of this low-temperature nanomolding in terms of lower homologous temperature at the eutectic
interface. This technique, based on enhanced eutectic interface diffusion, provides a practical nanofabrication
method that eliminates the previous high-temperature requirements, thereby expanding the range of the materials
that can be practically nanofabricated.
KEYWORDS: nanofabrication, Au nanorods, Au−Si heterostructures, eutectic systems, interface diffusion

INTRODUCTION

The wide spanning technological and research applications of
nanomaterials, owing to the engineering control over
materials at the nanoscale, require fabrication ability with
accurate dimension and shape control on the nanoscale.1−7

Among the most utilized nanomaterials are gold and silicon,
and also their combinations as heterostructures. Gold
nanorods are used for a wide range of applications, including
plasmonics,8,9 solar energy harvesting,10,11 drug delivery,12,13

biomedical imaging,14,15 photothermal therapy,16,17 sensitive
chemical detection,18,19 and metamaterials development.20,21

The synthesis methods for these nanorods include template-
directed synthesis,22,23 electrochemical growth,24,25 seed-
mediated colloidal growth methods,26,27 seedless growth,27,28

photochemical synthesis,29,30 and mechanical tearing of the
nanocrystalline Au film.31 Wet chemical methods are the
most common synthesis processes for gold nanomaterials,

where yield and control from seeded growth32 are usually
better than the unseeded ones,33 but producing the required
nanoparticle seeds themselves can be challenging.34 Generally,
producing gold nanoparticles through top-down or bottom-up
routes is challenged by either size and shape control or
scalability issues.34

Enhancing and expanding properties of gold nanoparticles
can be achieved by Au−Si hybrid nanostructures. Emergent
properties have been argued to originate from the synergistic
effects arising from coupling of metal and semiconductor
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components.35,36 For example, the metal component can
enhance light absorption of the semiconductor through the
localized surface plasmon resonance in photocatalytic
applications.37 Au−Si hybrid nanostructures exhibit better
properties compared to pure Au nanorods for localized
surface-plasmon resonance applications,38 localized heating,39

optical properties,40 and mechanical properties.41 In addition,
Si-coated Au nanorod arrays are promising candidates for
infrared detectors, sensors, subtractive filters and modulators,
and hot electron generator applications.42 Laser ablation43

and heating Au nanoparticles embedded in a silica matrix
above the Au−Si eutectic temperature38 have been used to
synthesize Au−Si nanostructures. Generally, the nanofabrica-
tion techniques including those used for gold and silicon are
limited in the materials that can be used, and the shapes and
sizes that can be realized, each with certain limitations and
challenges.2,44 Nanoimprinting is among the most versatile
methods reflected by the wide range of sizes45 and shapes46

that can be realized in polymers,47,48 sol gels such as SiO2,
TiO2 gel-based materials49,50 and amorphous metals,51,52 and
printing over large areas.53,54 However, it is not suited for
crystalline materials, which arguably encompass the majority
of the demanded nanomaterials.
A subset of nanomolding, so-called thermomechanical

nanomolding (TMNM) (Figure 1a), is promising, as it is
suited to fabricate crystalline nanomaterials in a wide range of
geometries.55−58 TMNM can be realized with most
metals,55−57 alloys,58 and even complex ordered phases
such as superconductors, topological insulators, and phase
change materials.58 TMNM is based on atomic diffusion and
requires processing temperatures of around 0.5Tm (Tm:
melting temperature in Kelvin) to mold nanowire arrays on
the time scale of minutes.55−57 However, the required high-
temperature processing introduces more crystalline defects,59

results in undesirable reactions with the mold or processing
environment,60 and limits device integration.61 For example,
the requirement of 0.5Tm corresponds to 396 °C for gold and
571 °C for silicon. Therefore, it is required to reduce the
processing temperature for this processing technique.
Based on the mechanisms for TMNM discussed in the

literature,55,57 a lower processing temperature would drasti-
cally reduce nanomoldability, as TMNM is based on
diffusion.57 Drawing on this, we look for systems with
appreciably enhanced diffusion at lower temperatures. One
example of such systems could be eutectic alloys with their
low melting temperatures (such as the Au−Si system in
Figure 1b). A drawback in this scheme is that significant
solute concentrations are needed to attain deep eutectic
compositions, to lower the melting temperature. But we
observe that even a minute fraction of solute, e.g., 0.5 at. % of
silicon into gold, is sufficient to drastically enhance the
nanomoldability. Specifically, when compared to molding at
the same temperature of pure Au as feedstock where 1−2 μm
long nanorods can be fabricated in 1 h, with essentially all
Au−Si alloy feedstocks with different compositions, nano-
wires are up to 50 times longer.
This surprising ease of nanofabrication is also demon-

strated to be present in other eutectic systems. Hence, this
idea can be expanded to a much broader range of materials,
many of which are currently unavailable by nanomolding due
to the required high processing temperatures. Taking the
concept of “eutectic interface” further by creating an artificial
“eutectic interface”, we use Si as a mold and pure gold as a

feedstock material (and vice versa). Similar enhancement in
nanomolding can be achieved for these Au-moldable
material/Si-mold combinations compared to when using a
eutectic alloy feedstock.

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Low-Temperature Nanomolding for Gold Nanorods.

For TMNM, a compressive force is applied to the mold−

Figure 1. Enhanced TMNM of Au nanorods with Au and Au−Si
feedstocks. (a) Schematic of thermomechanical nanomolding
(TMNM), showing a mold (gray) comprising arrays of 250 nm
nanocavities in which the feedstock (orange) material such as Au,
Si, or Au−Si is pressed at a compressive force, F, and
temperature, T, for a certain time. Etching of the alumina
mold dissolves the mold, releasing the nanorod array. (b) Au−Si
phase diagram with a deep eutectic, indicating the different
feedstock compositions used of 0 and 19 at. % Si (eutectic
composition). (c) Using pure gold as feedstock and heating to 30
°C even under a very high stress of 2 GPa applied for 1 h does
not result in the formation of nanorods. (d) In contrast, when
using Au81Si19 as feedstock, nanowires of ∼1 μm in length form,
which corresponds to an aspect ratio of ∼4; SEM micrograph
shown on the right. (e) At 300 °C, the pure Au nanorods have an
average growth rate of about 1 μm/h at 400 MPa. (f) With the
eutectic Au−Si feedstock, the growth rate is almost 1 μm/min at
400 MPa. Scale bars for (c)−(f) measure 5 μm each.
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feedstock assembly at a fixed temperature, and the atoms
from the feedstock move into the mold cavities due to the
stress gradient produced by the applied force. Using pure
gold as feedstock, heating to 30 °C, and applying a stress of 2
GPa for 1 h on the mold−feedstock assembly with 250 nm
nanocavity arrays does not form any nanorods (Figure 1c). In
contrast, when using Au81Si19 as feedstock, nanowires of ∼1
μm in length, which corresponds to an aspect ratio of ∼4, are
formed (Figure 1d). When elevating the temperature
significantly to 300 °C, nanorods form with a length of
∼1−2 μm from a pure gold feedstock at 400 MPa (Figure
1e). For the same conditions using Au81Si19 as feedstock,
nanorods of ∼50 μm length are formed (Figure 1f).
Interestingly, on adding Si to Au in the feedstock, the

aspect ratio of the nanorods increases by a factor of up to 50,
resulting in nanorods as long as 50 μm. Potentially even
longer nanorods can be formed. In the present experiments
they are limited by the thickness of the mold, 50 μm. For the
same applied stress, temperature, and mold cavity diameter,
the length of the nanorods, L, grown through TMNM scales
with diffusivity as ∝L D .57 Our experimental results of
different length L when using Au or Au−Si as feedstock allow
us to estimate the enhancement in diffusivity when adding Si

to Au. Using = ∼− −( ) ( ) 1000L
L

D
D

2
Au Si

Au

Au Si

Au
reveals the

dramatic increase by 3 orders of magnitude in the diffusivity
of Au atoms in the presence of Si atoms. The obtained
nanorods are crystalline, and a discussion on crystallinity of

these nanorods is available in the Section S1 of the
Supporting Information.
The addition of silicon to gold resulted in significantly

longer nanorods due to enhanced diffusion, and the same is
expected to be present in other systems with similar deep
eutectics in their respective phase diagrams. We hypothesize
that in such systems the enhancement in diffusion and,
hence, the nanorod length enhancement should scale with an
effective lowering of the melting point, which is particularly
pronounced in eutectic systems. Such melting point
depression is quantified here as dT = (T̅l − Teutectic)/T̅l,
where T̅l = (ΧATm,A + ΧBTm,B) represents the linear average
of the melting points for the constituent elements.

Enhanced Nanomolding in Other Eutectic Systems.
To test the hypothesis of a scaling of dT with diffusivity and
hence nanorod length, we considered a range of alloys with
different dT values and performed TMNM at ∼0.4Tm. This
resulted in a similar increase in L for alloys with dT ∼ 0.5
such as Au−Ge (5 at. % Ge) and Pt−B (25 at. % B) (Figure
2a−c).62,63 In systems with dT ∼ 0, Au−Ag (50 at. % Au),
and dT < 0, Ag−V (40 at. % V), L does not increase in the
alloy compared to the pure element (Figure 2d,e). The Ag−V
system has a degenerate eutectic (very shallow eutectic, and
the eutectic point is located at a small content of Ag/V) on
both ends of the phase diagram. Au−Ag features a solid
solution (TMNM experimental details for all the considered
systems are provided in Table S1 of the Supporting
Information). Considering all results of the scaling of dT
(Figure 2f) with diffusivity, we argue that the enhancement in

Figure 2. Correlating enhancement of TMNM with reduction in melting point for different alloys. (a−e) SEM micrographs showing
nanorod arrays for pure metals and alloy systems with various reductions in liquidus temperature for (a) Au and Au81Si19, (b) Au and
Au95Ge5, (c) Pt and Pt75B25, (d) Ag and Ag50V50, and (e) Ag and Au50Ag50. These micrographs are accompanied by the schematics of
their phase diagrams showing a deep eutectic for (a), (b), and (c), a shallow (degenerate) eutectic for (d), and a solid solution for (e).
For the deep eutectics, nanorods show the largest increase in length over the pure element. Scale bars for (a)−(e) measure 2 μm each. (f)
To quantify the feature of the eutectic, we introduce dT = (T̅l − Teutectic)/T̅l, where T̅l = (ΧATm,A + ΧBTm,B) is a nondimensional indicator
of the “depth” of the eutectic, signifying the melting point depression with respect to the linear average. In the case of noneutectic

compositions, Teutectic is replaced by Tliquidus. (g) Measured enhancement of nanomolding ability of the alloy over the pure metal,
L

L
alloyed

pure
, as

a function of dT. The eutectic and liquidus temperatures were extracted from the available phase diagrams.62,64
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nanomoldability of an alloy compared to the pure element is
reflected in the dT of the alloy system (Figure 2g).

So far, we have shown that nanomoldability (quantified as
L) in alloys with deep eutectic composition is enhanced over

Figure 3. Mechanism of enhancement of TMNM in a Au−Si alloy and effect of Si concentration on this effect. (a) SEM micrographs of
the various alloys molded at 300 °C showing the aspect ratio (AR) of the nanorods formed vs the composition of the feedstock alloys.
Long nanorods with an AR of 200 are formed for all alloys independent of specific alloy composition. An inset phase diagram of the Au−
Si binary system indicates the different alloys used as feedstocks with 0, 0.5, 5, and 19 at. % Si indicated with red, green, blue, and orange
dots with Tm = 1064, 1057, 960, and 364 °C, respectively. Scale bars measure 2 μm each. (b) Graph showing the homologous
temperatures for various Au−Si alloy compositions mentioned in (a). Two sets of data are included where the data points represented by
filled triangles indicate the homologous temperature calculated from their melting points on the phase diagram, and the circles indicate
the homologous temperature at the Au−Si interface. (c) Schematics of the nanomolding process of pure gold and Au−Si alloy. The
presence of Si forms Au/Si interfaces where atoms are at a higher Gibbs free energy state and are more loosely packed as compared to
their bulk counterparts. As gold forms the deepest eutectic with Si of all elements, the diffusion along the Au/Si interface is enhanced
compared to the diffusion on other interfaces, e.g., the Au/AAO interface. Such a Au/Si interface experiences the enhanced Thom of
eutectic Au81Si19 alloy of 0.90, compared to that of pure gold, Thom = 0.43 at TTMNM = 300 °C. (d) Estimated (from molding experiments)
comparison of relative diffusivities of the pure elements in their corresponding phases and in the Au−Si alloy. Diffusivity values were
calculated using the equation described in Section S3 of the Supporting Information. The concentration of the Si coating the nanorods is
∼5−10%, so it is assumed to be diffusing around 100 times slower compared to Au. Pure Si diffusivity is from extrapolation of self-
diffusivity data to low temperatures.68 (e) Schematics representing the distribution of the Si phase in the Au phase for small Si
compositions with the observation of Si fractals and long Au nanorods close to Au/Si interface. The compressive stress drops at the free
surfaces over mold cavities at the feedstock/mold interface for a very small thickness, Δh. Si depletes in the bulk and keeps diffusing
toward the outer surface in steps (i)−(v). A discussion on stresses generated during TMNM using finite element simulations is presented
in Section S4 in the Supporting Information. Top-view schematics for steps (i)−(v) represent snapshots at various instances of this
outward diffusion of Si and the formation of Si fractals at the feedstock/mold interface. SEM micrographs show Au nanorods grown on a
Au/Si interface only, with Si etched black. Scale bars measure 40 μm each.
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that of the corresponding pure metals. This finding can be
understood by an enhanced homologous temperature,

=T T
Thom
m

(Tm: melting temperature in Kelvin, which

becomes the liquidus temperature in an alloy system), in
the eutectic alloy, e.g., 364 °C compared to 1068 °C for gold.
Hence at 300 °C, Thom for a Au−Si eutectic alloy is 0.90 and
0.43 for Au.
Significance of the Eutectic Interface for Enhanced

Nanomolding. However, as we will show now, it is not Tm
of the considered alloy that matters but rather the lowest
accessible melting temperature in the alloy system. This
finding is key to understanding the underlying mechanism of
the enhanced nanomoldability in eutectic alloy systems. We
observed that essentially for all compositions considered here
(0.5, 5, 19 at. % Si) the same L is achieved (Figure 3a,b).
Even when as little as 0.5 at. % Si is added to gold, the
Au99.5Si0.5 feedstock with Tm = 1057 °C results in 50 μm long
nanorods. These findings of the composition and Tm
dependence of various Au−Si alloys reveal that L is not
determined by the melting point of the specific alloy.
Instead, we argue that the nanomoldability of an alloy

(quantified as L) is determined by the lowest available
melting temperature within its alloy system (Figure 3a,b).
This suggests that the enhanced nanomoldability during
TMNM in Au−Si over Au originates from the presence of an
interface where the gold phase and silicon phase come in
contact. Such interface is present in alloys containing even as
low as 0.5 at. % Si (such low Si concentration would suggest
a very small area fraction of interface, which will be discussed
later). Hence, in agreement with our experimental finding
(Figure 3a,b and Figure 2), nanomoldability (quantified as

−L
L

iAu S

Au
) is identical to that of the eutectic alloy, even though

the melting point of Au99.5Si0.5 is 1057 °C and Tm for
Au81Si19 is 364 °C (Figure 3a,c). We will now discuss the
specifics of such an interface, particularly an interface with
large dT, and why such an interface exhibits enhanced
diffusion.
For the Au−Si system, the solubility of Si in the Au phase

is significantly less than 0.5 at. % Si; hence, Si precipitates out
of the gold phase and Si and Au phases form interfaces
(Figure 3c). The properties of the phase interface in eutectic
alloys, particularly in Au−Si, have been previously inves-
tigated. Weakening of Si−Si bonds in proximity of the Au
phase65 and the presence of nonequilibrium structure/
metastable AuxSiy species66,67 have been observed at the
interface. This suggests that although Au and Si atoms have
strong interactions on the atomic level, the lattice distortion
penalty on bulk mixing is too high to allow for any
considerable mutual solid-state solubility. But these atomic
interactions become important at the interface in a Au−Si
alloy which lacks clear crystallographic structure and hence
lattice distortion.
In a Au−Si alloy, only the atoms at the Au/Si interface are

affected by each other, and these interface atoms are in a
thermodynamic environment which is represented by the
eutectic temperature on the phase diagram. To clarify, any
alloy with composition AuxSi100−x (x ≠ 0) heated above
Teutectic will melt in part or completely, the latter only if it is
exactly at eutectic composition, Au81Si19. Hence, the first
liquid phase will always appear at the Au/Si interface and will
exhibit a eutectic composition of ∼Au81Si19, irrespective of

the composition of the alloy. Thus, in any two-phase Au−Si
alloy, the Au/Si interface has the lowest melting point, which
is Teutectic. These interface atoms experience a higher
homologous temperature of T

Teutectic
as compared to the Au

atoms away from the interface, which experience

=T T
Thom
eutectic

. It is this local high homologous temperature

that is responsible for the higher diffusion of atoms at the
interface (Figure 3c). A brief discussion on the dependence
of vacancy-mediated diffusion and homologous temperature
for simple systems is shown in Supplementary Section S1 of
the Supporting Information.
It is important to note that the diffusion of Au and Si on

the Au-phase/Si-phase interface is faster than Au diffusion in
the Au phase (Figure 3d). If that would not be the case and
DAu

self > DSi
Au−Si, a situation would rapidly occur where there is

only Au and no Au/Si interface in the nanomold cavity.
Hence, the nanomolding rate would fall back to that of pure
gold, e.g., at room temperature to practically zero, in contrast
to our observation. For the enhanced nanomoldability both
Au and Si atoms are required, and both have to diffuse into
the mold cavity. The activation energy for this rapid diffusion
of Au during eutectic TMNM with Si is determined to be
137.8 kJ/mol in the 280−340 °C range, lower than the self-
diffusion activation enthalpy for Au, 165 kJ/mol68 (details are
presented in Section S3 of the Supporting Information). The
amount of Si on the nanowire is very small and segregates to
the surface (mold/nanorod interface) due to the immiscibility
of Si in the Au phase (Figure 3c). The silicon layer is
dissolved through etching, and the resulting nanorods exhibit
an indistinct diameter from the mold cavities, suggesting the
original thickness of the Si phase on the Au nanorod to be
less than a few nanometers. EDS images showing the
presence of Si on Au nanorods, where etching was done
using phosphoric acid, which leaves the Si layer intact, are
shown in the Supporting Information in Section S5.
The difference of the alloy composition and the interface

composition (∼Au81Si19) correlates inversely with the inter-
face volume fraction. For example, in Au99.5Si0.5 only a very
small volume fraction of atoms is at the eutectic interface
configurations. This suggests that the situation where both
the Si phase and Au phase are present at the entry of the
nanomold cavity (Figure 3c), a requirement for enhanced
nanomoldability, is present only for a minute fraction of
nanocavities. However, we observed that the Si-rich regions
are distributed in a fractal pattern on the surface of the
feedstock facing the nanocavity and cover a much larger area
than the nominal Au99.5Si0.5 composition would suggest
(Figure 3e).
Within the alloy feedstock, high stress gradients on the

order of 1015 Pa/m are present. They originate from the
applied force, causing a corresponding stress in the feedstock
and the boundary condition that stresses vanishing at the free
surface of the feedstock above the nanocavities. Such stress
gradients cause the Si atoms to diffuse rapidly along the grain
boundaries in the bulk feedstock material down the stress
gradient toward the mold/feedstock interface. Once these Si
atoms reach the interface, they form a fractal-shaped phase, a
phenomenon that has been described in metal-induced
crystallization studies.69,70 This causes a higher Si coverage
than the nominal alloy composition of the feedstock. The
long nanorods, originating from the enhanced nanomold-
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ability, grow on the boundaries of these Si-rich phases
(Figure 3e). This phenomenon is critical for the hereby
proposed method to enhance nanomoldability through
eutectic alloying, particularly when very small volume
fractions of one constituent are used. Si coverage for a
given surface area and correspondingly nanorod growth is
maximal around eutectic composition for Au−Si alloys.
In the previously discussed TMNM experiments, we used a

“neutral” AAO nanomold. The AAO surface is considered
neutral because the interface diffusivity calculated from
molding of pure Au in the AAO mold is ∼10−15 m2/s,
which is comparable to the grain boundary (GB) diffusivity
values of Au at 300 °C of 5.6 × 10−15 m2/s.71 This is
considering that the thickness of the feedstock−metal
interface where interface diffusion occurs is the same as the
GB thickness. So, the AAO mold only acts as a shape-giving
and pressure gradient-generating mold but does not
contribute to the material transport required for the
nanomolding, which predominately occurs on the Au-
phase/Si-phase interface. Therefore, we explored replacing
the AAO mold/Au−Si alloy feedstock condition with a Si-
mold/Au-feedstock or Au-mold/Si-feedstock condition (Fig-
ure 4). It has been previously shown that simple mechanical

contact of pure Au and Si bulk crystals above the eutectic
temperature results in melting,72,73 where the contacting
interface appears to capture aspects of eutectic behavior
(another supporting experiment showing easy nanomolding
of gold just due to mechanical contact with Si is shown in
Supplementary Section S6 of the Supporting Information).
Here, we seek to explore if the fast diffusion characteristics
below the eutectic point can also be explored through
creating an artificial eutectic interface through Si-mold/Au-
feedstock or Au-mold/Si-feedstock.
Mold−Feedstock Combination from Eutectic Pairs.

Using pure gold as feedstock and silicon as a mold material,
several microns long Au nanowires are molded under an
applied compressive stress of 2 GPa at 30 °C for 1 h (Figure
5a,b). In contrast, under the same conditions, nanomolding

pure gold using an AAO mold is not possible (Figure 1c).
The behavior of enhanced nanomoldability when using
silicon as a mold instead of AAO is present at enhanced
temperatures, also shown for 300 °C, even at lower stresses
of 400 MPa (Figure 5c−e). EDS data confirm that the
nanorods obtained after etching away the Si mold are
essentially pure gold (Figure 5f). Annealing after molding can
help smoothen the rough profile of the nanorods; a brief
discussion is provided in Supplementary Section S7 of the
Supporting Information. A discussion on the possible effects
of oxidation of the Si mold on this TMNM processing is also
provided in Supplementary Section S8 of the Supporting
Information.
We also considered the reversed order, where we use a Au

mold and Si feedstock. For experimental convenience, we
fabricated Au molds by sputtering a ∼250 nm Au layer on
and into AAO nanomolds. We used a pure crystalline silicon
wafer as feedstock, which was pressed at 300 °C with ∼400
MPa for 60 min into the 250 nm Au/mold nanocavities
(Figure 6a). This resulted in very long nanowires. To date,
direct nanomolding of silicon is not possible despite its
technological importance.58 Micrographs for the Au sputtered
AAO mold and cross sections for Si molds are provided in
the Supporting Information in Supplementary Section S9.
However, these molded nanorods are not pure silicon but

exhibit a core−shell structure as revealed through TEM
imaging (Figure 6b). We argue that the origin for the core−
shell structure comprising silicon and gold originates
predominately from the faster diffusion of gold than Si in

Figure 4. From a eutectic alloy to mold−feedstock combination.
Schematic of translating the rapid diffusion on a A-phase/B-
phase eutectic interface into an A-mold/B-feedstock or B-mold/
A-feedstock combination. Here, A is assumed to be the faster
diffuser at the same homologous temperature at the A/B
interface than B, resulting in longer B nanorods.

Figure 5. Enhanced TMNM of Au into Si nanomolds. (a) SEM
micrograph of Au nanorods formed in a Si mold at 30 °C. (b)
Zoomed-in micrograph showing the surface of Au nanorods
shown in (a). (c) SEM micrograph of Au nanorods formed in a
Si mold at 300 °C. (d) Zoomed-in micrograph revealing the
surface of Au nanorods shown in (c). (e) Some of the Au rods in
(a) deformed to show their attachment to the substrate. Scale
bars for (a)−(e) measure 5 μm each. (f) EDS analysis reveals the
composition of the nanorods to be pure Au (no Si peaks
observed).
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Au−Si (see Figure 3d). Under ideal conditions the mold
would not deform, and the mold walls are parallel to the
applied force and, hence, no driving force for diffusion down
the pressure gradient exists. In that case the formation of
pure Si nanorods in Au molds should occur despite the much
higher diffusivity of Au than Si in Au−Si. However, the gold
mold, as it is significantly softer than silicon, deforms and the
mold walls deform and experience a finite stress gradient
(Figure 6c). This, finite, likely very small gradient, Δσ, will
enable gold diffusion down into the nanocavity. The material
flux, dL/dt, is proportional to Δσ × D. The ratio of the Au
phase and Si phase in the core−shell nanowire is given by the

ratio
σ
σ

Δ ×
Δ ×( )D

D
Au
Au/Si IF

Si
Au/Si IF , where Dx

Au/Si IF is the diffusivity of x atom

(Au or Si) on the Au/Si interface. Hence, only if deformation
of the mold can be avoided could a pure silicon rod be
formed. The opposite scenario, using Si-mold/Au-feedstock
to nanomold gold at room temperature, due to the high
strength of silicon as compared to gold, is of course easier to
establish experimentally.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we show that eutectic mixtures with a low
melting point may be nanomolded at very low temperatures.
This ease of nanomolding is correlated with the effective
lowering of the melting point in the alloy system due to the
presence of a eutectic point. The enhanced nanomolding is
enabled by the eutectic interface and, hence, is not a function
of the alloy composition, but defined by the lowest available

melting temperature in the alloy system. This finding,
suggesting that only traces of one element are needed to
enhance molding of another element, occurs due to rapid
diffusion on the eutectic interface that behaves like a eutectic
system with a lower melting temperature. This situation can
also be realized when a mold made of one material from a
low-melting eutectic is used for low-temperature TMNM of
another material, e.g., a Au mold for Si or vice versa. We
expect that further exploration of such enhanced nano-
molding will expand nanofabrication to include elements that
have been previously elusive due to their challenging
processing requirements.

METHODS
Alloy Preparation. Alloys were prepared using pure constituent

elements molten and mixed together in an arc melting furnace in an
inert Argon environment.

Molding. For our TMNM experiments, the feedstock material
was pressed at a compressive stress for a certain duration, with the
mold between two heated plates on an Instron Universal testing
machine. The molding is isothermal under a constant load, where
the load is applied over a period of 10 min, and then held for a fixed
period of time. This was followed by etching of the mold using a 3
M KOH aqueous solution or a 20% v/v H3PO4 aqueous solution to
release the molded nanowires. The details for different materials and
molding parameters are provided in Supplementary Table S1. Three
types of molds (Si, plain anodic alumina, and gold-sputtered anodic
alumina) were used in this work. Si-based molds were fabricated by
conventional photolithographic and etching techniques. Commer-
cially available nanoporous alumina was used as a template for

Figure 6. Enhanced TMNM of the Si feedstock into Au nanomolds. (a) SEM micrograph showing nanorods of 250 nm in diameter
obtained from pressing Si on a Au mold (prepared by sputtering a 250 nm film on top of AAO nanomold). During etching, the nanorods
tend to clump together due to their high aspect ratio and often detach from the substrate. Scale bars measure 10 μm each. (b) TEM
image showing elemental distribution in one such wire, here pressed in a 40 nm diameter mold for ease of TEM imaging, showing a Si
capsule around the Au core. Scale bars measure 30 nm each. (c) Schematic explaining the formation of the Au−Si core−shell. The high
stresses deform the Au mold, causing the Au atoms to experience the pressure gradient and diffuse in addition to the Si atoms from the
feedstock.
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nanomolding. These were sputtered to coat their top layer with 250
nm Au film to form the gold-coated nanomolds.
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